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PIEZO-ELECTRIC QUARTZ PL ATES 

?3y CHARLES E. \VORT H EN 

UNTIL the terminology for de- has a regular hexagon al cross section , 
scribing pie7.o-electric quart? out the shape has no definite bearing on 
plates becomes standardized, it its pie2O-electric properties. 

is practically necessary that c\'cry Regardlessofitsgeometrical shape , a 
paper on the subject be preceded by a quartz crystal has (our axes of srmme
glossary. Different im'e5tigators use try, which means that if the crystal is 
different terms, and it is sometimes rotated about an yone of these axes, 
difficult to keep them straight even twO or more posi t;olls arc found where 
when one is working with them every the sli me properties recut. The first, 
dot)' . The article that follows was called the optic axis, extends through 
originally intended to serve as an in- the crystal in the direction indicated in 
troduction to a catalog description of Figure 1 by the line ZZ. The other 
the mounted quart"1. plates SQld by the three are separated by an angle of 1'200 

General Radio Company, but it is and lie in a plane perpendicular to the 
hoped that enough in formation has optic axis. These are known as electric 
beell included to make it useful for axes because along the direction in 
reference when comparing nomencla- which they lie the maximum piezo
tures. electric effect is observed. If the section 

The cr),stalline quartz which is used of the crystal perpendicular to the optic 
in piezo-electric oscillators is found in axis were perfect in cross section, the 
various parts of the world. the greater electric axes would be lines joining di
portion of it coming from Brazil. It is ametrically opposite vertices. T he e1ec
onc of scune seven crystalline forms of t ric axes are indicated in Figure I by 
silica, but it is the only one that the lines XX, X'X', and X"X". In ad
possesses marked piezo.electric proper_ dition to these it is also use ful to con_ 
ties. While other varieties exhibit sider another set of axes designa ted by 
them, the kind ordina ri ly used ("low" rr, r'r', and Y"Y". T hese lie in the 
quartz) is the best. I t has a structure same plane with and make angles 
.<Iirnilar to that shown in Figure I, al- of 300 with the electric axes. They 
though in the natural state its shape are therefore perpendicular to opposite 
mil)' be imperfect, some pieces ha ving faces of the crys tal. Mr. F. R. Lack 
no Rat surfaces at all . For explanatory of the Bell T elephone Laboratories, 
purposes, we assume that the crystal Inc., has used the name "mechanical 

[ , ] 
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Fn;uu: I. T his drawing shows how X~CUI arid 
Y_(ut quartz pla[M are oriented with respect [0 

lhe electric (X), the mechanical (1'), and optic 
(Z) axes of the quartz crystal. The top section 
represents a Y_cut plate; the center section, an 
X.cut plate. The 1'''1''' axis would coincide with 

the ZZ axis and is not shown 

axes" to describe them and although 
they have had no uni versally accepted 
name, th is one seems to be as good as 
an}'. 

1 f mechanical stresses are applied in 
an }' direct ion through the uncut 
crystal, elec tric charges are set up on 
cerrai n faces; and, conversely , if the 
crystal is placed in an elec tric fi eld, di
mensional changes along certain axes 
may be observed . Thi s is known as the 
piczO-electric effect. Since it is a maxi
mum in directions at right angles to the 
optic axis, quartz plates for commercial 
use are cut from sections at right angles 
to this axis. from these sect ions the 
plates are cut with either one of two 
orien tations with respect to the electric 
and mechanical axes. These" cuts" and 
the sect ions from which they may be 
taken are represen ted in Figure I, but a 
better idea of the angular positions in
volved can be gained from Figure '2. 

The cen ter section shows a "zero
angle cut" so called because its normal 
makes a zero angle with an electric (X) 
axis. I t is also cal1ed " X-cut " because a 
norma! to the face of the plate is paral 
lel with one of the X-axes, or "face
perpendicular cut" because the face 
of the plate is perpendicular to an X
axis. Th is is also called "Curie cu t" 
after the investigators who first used it 
in studying the piezO-e!ectric effect. 
The top section shows a "Je-degree 
cut," so called because its normal 
makes an angle of 300 with an electric 
a:.:is. I t is also call ed" Y-cut" because a 
IIQl'llulf to the face of the plate is paral_ 
lel with a r-axis, or a "face-parallel 
cut" because the face is parallel with an 
electric axis. 

The diagrams of Figure I and Figure 
'2 should not, of course, be interpreted to 
mean that the plates must be cut to 
pass through the center of a section. 
Any portion of the crystal may be used 
so long as the proper orientation with 
respec t to the electric and mechanical 
axes is maintained. 
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TABLE I 
COMi\10N NAMES DESCRIBING THE TWO USU .. \L CUTS row. 

I'IEZO·I:.LECTRIC QU .. \RTl PL>\TES 
~~ 

Clllilt CIIT 
X.CuT Z •• o-ANGI.': C~'T F"e".!,,, ••. !:>;_ B..:o .. ,,", Ihe C .. ria 

uoed u pu.!. c .. 1 

wilh thi. oti~n
tation when th~y 
discovued the 
pielo_electric 
df«:1 

R ....... ""' nonn.! to 
face of J'[.t~ i, cr 
,," .... lIe[ with an 
cl«:uic (X) nil 

Iknuoe norm,1 to Oleu .... CIIT SHOWN 

Cenler _ tion nf 
Fi81l~ I and 

Figu re ~b 

r.ee of J'lue or R«:.uoe flce of r 
mikes Ingle of r[·te i, pcopen· 0

1 

o· wilh an eJec- dieula. to an 
tric (X) uil eJ«:ltic (Xl uil 

1'.Co. 1 
ij"".uOC! normal to 

flcc or ,,1.,1' i, or 

Jo- l)~Gkn CUT 1 F"c!· I·A."~UL 
B "':I .. M nonnll to CUT 

face of 1'1 .... r B«:ause fatl' of 
S"')WN 

T ul' $(C li on or 
Fig .. r~ I and 

Fisure z~ l'aralleJ wilh "1 ruil 

mlkts an angle 0 pl~lc i. p . ... lIcl 
of 30- with ." lo.n c[":lrle 
tl..:tric (X) uil (Xl nis 

Either X-cut or Y -cut plates perform 
satisfactorily in piezo..electric oscilla
tors, although different characteristics 
for the two may be expected. For ex
ample, a plate suitable for stabilizing a 
vacuum-tube oscillator at a given fre
quency will require an X.cut plate 
about 7% or 8% thicker than a corre_ 
sponding Y.cut plate. The different 
temperature-frequency coefficients of 
the two kinds of plates are referred to 
in a subsequent paragraph. 

When attempting to memorize the 
location of the X· and r.axes and the 
distinction between X.CUt and Y -cut 

y. 

(Q ) 

plates, the following may be helpful: 
(a) Remember that one set of axes 
joins opposite corners; the other set 
joins opposite sides of the crystal. (b) 
Associate the words (IUlri c and X with 
the corner.joining positions of the 
X.electric-diagonal axes. (c) Remember 
that the faces of the respective plates 
appear at first glance to be named in
correctly, i.e. the face of an X·cut plate 
lies parallel to a r·axis and the face of 
a Y --cut plate lies parallel to an X.axis. 

There is a definite relation between 
the direction of the electri c and the 
mechanical stresses for the pi ezO-

( b ) 

FICU!I;F. 'l. CI"OlIS seclion, of the quatn: o-yst.1 n:pruented In FIOUJ.E I taken in planes l>trpcn. 
dicuJar to the opric uu: (a) A Y.cut plate, (b) An X-CUI plate 
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FICUU: J 

electric effect which holds no matter 
whether the phue is X..cut or Y .Cll t. 

I f we refer to Figure 3, in which, to 
avoid confusion, only one pair of axes 
is shown, the following explanation 
is made dearer. If compression is 
applied along the r.axis, opposite 
cha rges :Ire developed Oil th e two 
largest faces of the plate (i n Figure 3, 
those parallel to the r-axis). For 
tension, the signs of the charges are 
reversed. If the mechanical stresses are 
applied along the X-axis, tension gives 
charges on the same two faces of the 
same polarity as compression along 
the Y.axis, and compression produces 
the same polarity of charge as tension 
along the Y.axis. 

Conversely, if a potential difference 
is applied to the faces of the plate with 
the same polarity as that produced by 
tension along the X-axis, the plate 
tends to expand along the X· axis and 
to contract along the r_axis. If the p0-
larity of the applied voltage is reversed, 
contraction takes place along the X
axis, and expansion along the J~.axis. 
The plate shown in Figure 3 is an 
X-cut plate. For the r -CUt the position 
of fhe plate with respect to the crystal 
axes is shifted jO·, but forces and 
potentials applied on the faces still 
have components along the axes, and 
the piew...electric effect is similar in the 

two rypes of cut. Theoreticall y, there 
should be no pi ezO-electric eR'ect along 
the Z.axis, but (due perhaps to imper_ 
fections in crystal stru cture) an electric 
field applied along this axis call 
often be made to produce changes in 
dimt!nsions. 

If a quartz plate is placed in an alter
nati ng electric field , the change in dj· 
mensions takes place at the frequency 
of the impressed field. The plate has a 
defini te resonant frequency of mechan~ 
ical vi bration, depending on its dimen . 
sions, mass, elasticity, etc., and, if the 
applied voltage is of th is frequency, 
amplitudes of vi bration are obta ined 
several times greater than a t frequen
cies far from resonance. Si nce the 
phenomenon of resonan ce is the same 
in both mechanical or electrical sys
tems, the pie7.o-electric nature of the 
quartz crystal furn ishes a means of 
relating the two. 

When used as the fre<luenc.y~deter
mining element in a vacuum-tube os
cillator, th e quartz plate appea rs to the 
rest of the oscillator circuit as a very 
sha rply tuned reson an t electrical net
work havi ng values of resistance, capac
ity, and indu ctance wh ich depend on 
the mechanical coeffi cients of the plate. 
.'\ s an example of the magni tudes in· 
valved, a given crystal· with a reso
nant frequency near t 100 kilocycles 
was found to have an inductance of 330 
millihenrys, a resistance of 5500 ohms, 
and an apparent capacitance of 0.065 
micromicrofarads. Although this value 
of resistance seems at first gla nce to be 
large, it will be noted that the ratio of 
reac tance to resistance (~), whi ch 
determines the sharpness of tuning, is 
high. The facts that this is \!ery much 
higher than can be obtained with a 
tuned circuit consisting of coi ls and con
densers and tha t the crystal coeffi cients 
are mu ch more permanent than those 
of the ordinary electrical tuned circuit, 

·Van Dyke, "The Piezo-Elcclric Reson~fOf," 
/'rocudinlJ of IN I. R. f.., Junt, 19~8. 
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make the crystal an excellent device 
for stabilizing the frequency of a vacu
um-tube oscillator. When used for this 
purpose, it takes the place of an elec
trical tuned circuit in determining the 
frequency of the oscillator. 

I t should be noted that the frequency 
of a vacuum-tube oscillator is not 
solely determined by the resonant fre
quency of the LC circuit, of the crystal

l 
or of any other so-called frequency
determining element , because the os
ci llator operates at the frequency for 
which the total circuit reactance is zero. 
Since the tube itself has definite input 
and output impedances, these are a 
part of the circuit impedance and inRu
ence the frequency. In a pie-olD-electric 
oscillator, the capacitance due to the 
exciting electrodes and to the quartz 
and air dielectrics also modifies the 
operating frequency. 

Figure 3 shows a pieza-electric os
cillator circuit* in which the quartz 
plate is connected between the grid and 
filament and a parallel circuit of in
ductance and capacitance is connected 
in the plate circuit of the tube. The 
latter operates merely as an inductance 
for adjusting the plate load to rhe 
proper operating value. Since thequarrz 
plate is shunted by the capacitance ill~ 
traduced by its holder and by the :tp_ 
parent input capacitance of the tube. 
it has an inductive reactance :It the 
frequency assumed by the oscillator in 
order that the total circuit reactance be 
zero. T he crystal has a resonance curve 
(reactance against frequency) sharper 
than an electrical tuned circuit, and a 
relarively small change in frequenc), is 
necessary to make the inductive react
ance of the cr),stal sufficient to cancel 
the capacitance shunted across it. 

The amount of this shunt capaci
tance and therefore the frequency of the 
oscillator are subject [Q variation: (a) 

4This is the .same circuit that is used in the 
Genernl Radio TYPES ~75 an1l375 PieM_E'.lcctrie 
Osci U:!tor5. 

~ , .... "'9') ~ ~ .J:] , . , 
~'-

~ I'I'~ 

~ 
~111iI111]-!-

V 
FIOUlt 4. Wmng diagram for ~ T),p>cal Jl'cu>

electric oscillator 

Due [Q the holder ca paci tance, 11\, 
changing the electrode spacing; (6) Du"e 
to the tube input capaci tan ce, by 
changing the plate voltage or the tllll
ing of the parallel circuit. Some idea of 
the order of magni tude of these changes 
ma)' be obtained from the results of 
measurements made upon an oscill ator 
like that used in Figure 3. Using a low
powered vacuum tube opera ted at a 
moderate plate voltage it was found 
that tuning the plate circuit caused :l 

frequency change of from 50 to 100 

parts in a million and that changing 
the electrode spacing (air gap) caused 
changes of the order of 1000 parts in a 
million. Changes caused by \·arying the 
plate and filament voltages were neg
ligible. 

Another very important factor which 
inRuences the operating frequency of a 
piezo-electric oscillator is the fact that 
the resonant frequency of the plate 
changes with tempera ture by an amoun t 
which is somewhat different for the X
and the Y-cut plates. In an X-cut 
plate, the tempera ture coeffi cien t is 
negative (i.e. the frequency de· 
creases for increasing temperature) and 
amounts to between 10 and '25 parts in 
a million per degree Centigrade. The 
temperature coeffi cient of a Y-Cllt 
place is positive and may be between 
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'lS and loo parts in a million per degree 
Centigrade. 

A consideration of all these possible 
variables makes it evident that, for 
high-precision standards of frequency , 
at least, the reson ant frequency of the 
quartz plate is not the sole frequency
determining element in a piezo-eiectric 
oscillator. For work of this kind the 
plate, its holder, and the oscilla tor cir_ 
cuit must be considered as a single unit 
and lhe opera ting conditions for all of 
them carefull y specifi ed. Certain vari
ables in operating conditions influ 
ence the frequency more than others, 
and, although it is often possible to ig
note some of them, it must be remem
bered that this ca n be done only at a 
sacrifice in the precision with which the 
desired frequency is maintained. For 
example, some of the quartz plates 
manufactured by the General Radio 
Company are sold in their holders for 
use in an y oscillator that the customer 
mayselect. He cannot, however, e1<pect 
to obtain from them an accuracy in a 
specified frequency of more than 0.1 

per cent. 
I t is the influence of factors outside 

the quartz plate itsel f which makes the 
problem of frequency con trol in power 
oscillators so difficult. Not only is the 
controlling plate subject to the usual 
variables that we have mentioned, but 
in addition its temperature is liable to 
change due to the internal heating 
caused by the passage of heavy cur
rents in the crystal circuit. I t is eviden t 
therefore that the production and cali
bration of power crystals are parts of 
the manufacturing of the power os
cillator. This is the reason why the 
General Radio Company does not in
terest itself in the manufacture of 
power crystals, but confines its activi_ 
ties to the production of quartz plates 
for use in low-power frequency stand
:l.rds. It also explains why a power 
lim it is imposed upon all General Radio 
quartz plates. 

An interesting set of difficulties ap
pears when the quartz plate is being 
given its final adjustment and test 
before being put into use. Some plates 
are found whi ch exhibi t the phenome
non known as "twinning," that is, a 
reversal in the pieza-electric effect in 
certain portions. This effect ma y be 
great enough to render the plate use
less. Other plates control the vacuum
tube oscillator at more than one fre
quency. H ere the operating frequency 
shifts or "jumps" as a result of making 
small changes in circuit constants or in 
the operating temperature. I t is some
times possible to correct this condition, 
but, if not, the plate must be discarded 
and another one prepared. 

II 
The General Radio Company can 

supply, for use as frequency standards, 
quartz plates and bars for any reason
able frequency and degree of precision. 
AU must , of course, be made to order, 
but by establishing two definite group_ 
ings to meet most need~, it has been 
possible so to standardize the routine of 
specifications, manufacture of plates 
and holders, and calibration that th e 
prices are considerably less than if each 
plate had to be processed as a separate 
unit. T he type numbers 376 and 276-A 
have been assigned to these two stand
ardized groupings, both of which are 
described in subsequent paragraphs. 

General descriptions of plates and 
bars not in these two groups cannot be 
given inasmuch as questions of oscilla
tor design, temperatllre control, and 
holder construction are usually in_ 
volved. 

TyP£ 276-A Quartz Pla tes are sup
plied to have a frequency somewhere in 
the ' oo-meter amateur band. T hey are 
unmounted and their frequency can be 
relied upon to within 0.2 5 per cent. of 
the specified value. Plates for the 80-
meter amateur band have been dis
continued. 
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FlGuu: S, Pbte holder for General Radio Tvp!: 376 Quartz Plates. The quart'! plale rests on the 
[ower electrode and is held in place by the fibre ret;lining ring 

TVI'E 376 Quartz Plates are cali~ 
bra ted and sold in the plug-in holder 
shown in Figure 5, This consists of a 
metal base plate moun ted on bakelite 
over which is placed a metal cap carry
i ng the upper electrode. The crystal 
rests loosely in a fibre ring and the 
frequency is adjustable over narrow 
limits by changing the air gap with the 
screw carrying the upper electrode, 
After the crystal has been adjusted to 
the correct frequency, the air gap ad~ 
justment is sealed. The frequency is 
again measured with the greatest possi~ 
ble accuracy in terms of the General 
nadio Company's highly precise stand
ani-frequency assembly. The result of 
this measurement, expressed with the 
proper number of significant figures, 
becomes the certified frequency. 

A certificate of accuracy is furnished 
which states the frequency of the plate, 
the conditions under which the calibra
tion was made, and the range of 
operating conditions over which the 
guara ntee of accuracy is valid. The 
certified frequency and the percentage 
accuracy is marked upon the plate 
holder. 

A reclassification of General Radio 
crystals has recently been made and the 
classification and prices set forth in 

Catillog E, Second Edition, are dis
continued. 

F REQUE NCY R ANG ES 

The followi ng frequency ranges will 
be recognized : 

100-200 Kilocycle;: Plates in this 
range vi brate along the longest dimen
sion and are Y-cut. 

2{)O-400 Kilocycle;: Plates that will 
operate sati sfactorily in this range 
cannot be mounted in the T~' I>E 376 
Plate Holder because of their size and 
inasmuch as frequencies in thi s range 
can be obta ined as harmonics from 
plates in the 100- to 200-kilocyde 
range, TY I'E 376 Quartz Pla tes will not 
be suppl ied in this range, If necessary, 
plates for this range ca n be supplied in 
special mountings. 

400--1800 Kilocycles: These plates 
vibrate along the thick ness dimension 
and are Y -cu t. 

ACCURACY CLASSIHCATION 

TYPE 376-B Quartz Plates are ad
justed to within 25 per cen t. of any 
specified frequency within the above 
ranges, and their frequency can be 
relied upon to within 0 .1 per cent, This 
accuracy is guaranteed if the plate is 
operated at low powers and within the 
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temperature range between I Sand 3'2 
degrees C. 

TYPE 376-C Quartz P lates are ad
justed to within 5 per cent. of any 
specified frequency in the abo\'c ranges. 
T he statement of at"curacy is the same 
as for T\' I'E 376-B Quarr-~ Plates. 

T VI'E 376-1) Quartz Plates are ad
justed to within 0.1 per cent. of any 
specified frequency within the above 
ranges. Thestatementof accuracy is the 
same as for '!'"I'E 376-B Qu:t1'tZ I>lates. 

T\'I,t: 376-1' Quartz Plates are ad
j usted to within 0.03 per cent. of any 
specified frequency and are calibrated 
only in a General Radio piezo-electric 
oscillator or with an osci llator which 
meets with our approval. The fre
quen cy of the oscillator and plate will 
be within 0 .03 per cent. of the nominal 
frequency of the plate when the tem
perature is kept between 20 and 24 
degrees C. (68 to 75 degrees F.). Thi s 
class corresponds rather closely to the 
old Class E which was maintained to 
Illeet the requirements of Ameritan 
broadcasting stations. The Class F 
limit is equi\'alent to an allowabl e de\'i
ation of 500 cretes at the upper limit of 

the uand (1500 kilocycles); at lower 
frequencies the deviation is correspond
ingly less. 

T YPE 376-H Quartz P lates are sup
plied and c:llibrated to within 0.01 per 
cent. of any specified frequency in the 
above ranges. These plates must be 
calibrated in approved oscill ators and 
the temperature mU St llOt deviate trom 
;\ given value (near 50 degrees C.) by 
morc than 0 .25 degree C. Ordinaril y it 
will be necessary for the customer to 
supply for calibration the temperature
control box he proposes to use, but 
before shipping an oscillator it would be 
well to get definite instruc tions on this 
point. When the temperature-control 
box is one built by the General Radio 
Company, it will not need to be 
returned. 

P IUC~:S ANI) COI)f: W OROS 

'rype Cod, Price 
276-.'\ lAllOR ;;15. 00 
376-13 I.M;ER 4°·00 
376-C 1.,\1'1:: 1. 45. 00 
376-1) lAR\'A 60.00 
J76-F I_EP~:R 70 .00 
J7(,-1-I LEVEL 85. 00 

tvlISCELLAN Y 
~Y TH E EDITOR 

j\NEW booklet giving complete 
operating instructions for the 
'J'\'I'E 443 Mutual-Conductance 

Meter is now aV:lilable and will be 
sent without charge to owners 
of the instrument who request it. 
Address the Service Departmen t of 
the General Radio Company, being 
sllte to mention the serial number of 

the instrument with whi ch it IS to 
bl! used. 

CONTRJB UTORS 
CIlARI. E S E. WORTHE:-<, 5. 13 ., i\ lassa

chusetts Institute of Technolog)" 1928. 
1928 to date, Engineering Department, 
General Radio Company. 

The General Radio E/t.perimenter is published 
monthly to furnish useful information about the 
radio and electrical laboratory apparatus manu
factured by the General Radio Company. It is 
sent without charge to interested persons. Re
quests should be addressed to the 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS 

~U"""AD .~ ... 
CDNCO~O.N.N. 
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